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\textbf{Abstract}— While technical skills remain the core foundation for engineering graduates, professional competencies, including communication, teamwork, and complex problem solving, are increasingly important to succeed in work environments. To enhance the employability of our students, we have integrated several professional skills courses into our “Software Design and Engineering” Master study curriculum, and combined each of them with a technical course. In this paper, we present a blended-learning course design including didactic methods for teaching complex problem solving. The course is intertwined with a lecture on software integration topics, which enables the students to apply their complex problem solving skills on real projects in a domain-specific context.
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I. \textbf{INTRODUCTION}

Over the last years, trends in the industry have shown a strong shift from hardware towards software, resulting in an increased need for highly skilled software engineers, with both technical and professional skills. Technical skills refer to domain-specific knowledge, such as programming, mastering computer networks, and developing electronic components. Professional skills (also referred to as soft skills) include competencies needed for a profession beyond technical skills, such as complex problem solving, teamwork, and communication skills [1, 2]. They can be applied in different domains, jobs, and situations.

In the curricula of engineering studies the main focus is usually on developing technical skills. Therefore, employers around the world frequently state a noticeable lack of professional skills among graduates of engineering studies (see, e.g., [3, 4, 5]). To address this issue we have integrated several professional skills courses into the curriculum of our master study program “Software Design and Engineering”. Moreover, we combined each professional skills course with a technical course, where students need to apply professional skills on a concrete domain problem.

In this paper we present our blended e-learning course design for “Complex Problem Solving” focusing on didactic methods. Complex problem solving is one of the most requested professional skills from employers (see, e.g., [2]). The main goal of our course was to create a motivating learning environment, where students would be able to individually identify and continuously improve their development potential by targeted learning. Additionally, the students should be able to apply a structured approach for solving complex problems in a real software project in virtual teams.

We designed the course based on Goldratt’s “Theory of Constraints” [6] and a set of logical tools presented by Dettmer in [7]. We combined it with the “Software Integration” course, where students have to apply complex problem solving methods on problems in a real software integration project. In a mix of in-class and e-learning units, the students work on defined tasks, supported by their lecturers. They start with the definition of a Goal Tree of a real software integration project. Thereafter they analyze the current project circumstances and create a Current Reality Tree (CRT). Driven by the Goal Tree, the students identify the Future Reality Tree (FRT) as the desirable behavior of the system. Conflicts between CRT and FRT are resolved by applying the Evaporating Clouds approach.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains the term complex problem solving and introduces associated challenges. Section 3 presents the course design for teaching complex problem solving in an engineering degree program. Section 4 contrasts our work with related approaches. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. \textbf{COMPLEX PROBLEM SOLVING}

The ability for complex problem solving is one of the central competencies for succeeding in the 21\textsuperscript{st} century [8, 9, 10, 11]. Complex problems can be referred to as ill-defined problems. In contrast to well-defined problems, they have no clear problem or goal definition, and it is not clear how to progress towards the goal. Typical attributes of complex systems are (see, e.g. [12]):

- \textit{complexity} of the problem, often represented by a huge number of relevant and interrelated variables,
- \textit{connectivity and dependencies} between involved variables,
- \textit{dynamics} reflecting changing time and developments within a system,
- \textit{intransparency} of involved variables, and
- \textit{many goals} leading to goal conflicts on different levels.
Due to these factors, solving complex problems is often associated with failure and lack of progression. In addition, several psychological phenomena further impede complex problem solving. When faced with a complex problem, typical psychological effects are [13]: a reduced intellectual level due to decreased self-reflection, a reduced realization intention, stereotyping, a tendency for fast actions, including a higher readiness for risks, violation of rules, and an increased tendency to escape the situation. Cross cultural differences and failures during the planning and acting stages also exist.

The majority of software engineering and integration problems is of complex nature. Such problems have a number of interacting systems, require many different competencies and involve multiple stakeholders, each with different goals that can change over time. Therefore, teaching strategies and techniques for solving complex problems is a key objective in most engineering studies. We chose to integrate a dedicated course teaching methods and tools for complex problem solving into our master program “Software Design and Engineering” and combined it with a technical course on “Software Integration”. The “Complex Problem Solving” course is based on a set of logical tools, which are supposed to convert complex real-world situations into easy-to-read and absorb cause-and-effect diagrams [6, 7].

III. METHOD MIX

The course “Complex Problem Solving” is structured in five modules. Each module starts with a distance-learning phase followed by an in-class unit. Figure 1 shows the methods of the course and their mapping to the knowledge levels of Bloom’s taxonomy [14]. For each level we defined clear tasks students need to accomplish. The first levels are Remember and Understand according to Bloom’s taxonomy. These levels are addressed by introductory course games. The Applied and Analyze levels are driven by the distance-learning exercises and the learning diaries. In-class hours focus on the Synthesize level. Finally, the solution of real complex problems supported by the methods of the course enable the students to move to the Create level.

Throughout the complete course, students are working on a Wiki knowledge repository [15]. All students are able to contribute to the knowledge base by collaboratively creating a repository with examples from own experiences about applying CPS methodology to software problems.

This is important, as the literature on applying the methods presented in [6, 7] on software problems is very limited. The majority of currently available examples is from production and marketing areas. From year to year selected inputs will remain in the repository forming a solid learning basis for the future students.

A. First Learning Stage

We use gamification elements and short videos to introduce and motivate new topics throughout the course (see Figure 1). Using gamification in different educational contexts is known to be one way to enhance learner motivation and to improve learning outcomes by capturing the interest of learners and inspiring them to continue learning [16, 17].

The course starts with gamification elements to demonstrate the basic idea of Goldratt’s “Theory of Constraints”. In a distance-learning phase, students play two types of an online dice game showing how a system’s output depends on the output of the subsystems. Students have to reflect on their observations and to link them with their knowledge on software projects. In the in-class hours, students are playing a real dice game with one group of students simulating a system with a limited capacity. Each student represents a dedicated subsystem in a system chain. Other students are observing, working on optimizing this system, and reflecting the results. Using this gamification element students are able to remember and understand the core idea of solving complex problems. Similarly, other gamification elements are used for different topics in the lecture to leverage lessons learnt in distance and in-class units.

Short videos, such as on the Cynefin Framework [18, 19], introduce students to the topics concerning the complexity levels of problems at the beginning of the course. In further learning stages, short videos are used to enable ubiquitous learning.

B. Second Learning Stage

In the distance-learning phase, students are confronted with a new course topic and complete exercises supported by online learning material, including text, videos, and games. To complete the exercises, students need to learn a new topic and apply it to a certain software problem. As our master students already have a strong software engineering background, they need to connect new topics with problems familiar to them. The purpose in this
learning stage is to anchor the new topics with their existing knowledge. The findings are stored in the Wiki repository.

Students reflect their insights and progress in a learning diary, which is reviewed by the lecturers before the next in-class unit. Inputs from the learning diary are used to identify which topics require further explanation. Additionally, the learning diary documents the individual learning progress and supports motivation for further learning.

C. Third Learning Stage

In-class time is devoted to deepening the topics from the distance-learning phase and relating them to software engineering problems. Students discuss their findings from the distance-learning units supported by coaching of the lecturers.

Furthermore, students are encouraged in group discussions to generate new ideas for problem solving. The students’ distance-learning submissions are peer-reviewed, and the reviews are used to exchange different approaches to solve a problem. All exercises are stored in the Wiki repository.

D. Final Learning Stage

The last module is intertwined with projects from the “Software Integration” course. In teamwork, the students have to apply the methods learned in “Complex Problem Solving” systematically in a real complex software integration project. According to the methods from [6, 7], the students define a Goal Tree for their software integration project. Subsequently, they perform a gap analysis between the current project circumstances and the desired state of the project and create a Current Reality Tree (CRT). Driven by the Goal Tree, the students identify the Future Reality Tree (FRT) to verify that actions taken will lead to the desirable results. Conflicts between CRT and FRT are resolved by applying the Evaporating Clouds approach. The lecturers of both courses, “Complex Problem Solving” and “Software Integration”, mentor the whole project. Finally, the outcome of each team is peer-reviewed by two other teams.

IV. RELATED WORK

To the best of our knowledge, we only found very little research outlining didactic methods or course concepts for teaching complex problem solving. However, several approaches emphasize the importance of integrating the development of complex problem solving skills into different kinds of academic curricula. For instance, Bautista [20] investigated the outcomes of teaching two different complex problem solving models to Physics students and concluded that students being taught a certain kind of constructive instruction model were performing significantly better in solving complex problems in other subjects.

Kirkley [21] describes the development of teaching different approaches on complex problem solving. In early years students had to transfer rather abstract problem solving models to certain topics on their own. Later on, more domain-specific models were taught. He concludes with a set of principles for teaching problem solving skills.

In [22], the benefits and drawbacks of integrating gamification elements into engineering classrooms are discussed. They especially point out the motivational factors as well as the development of certain professional skills, such as leadership, teamwork, goal-setting and critical thinking, that are associated with this kind of learning material. Other authors, who analyzed gamified engineering courses, state that students report improved content comprehension, retention and recap (see, e.g. [23]).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Several surveys among employers show that graduates from engineering studies frequently lack professional skills, including complex problem solving. Hence, we integrated several different kinds of soft skills into the curriculum of our Master study program “Software Design and Engineering”. In this paper, we show the design of our blended learning course “Complex Problem Solving”, which is intertwined with a lecture on software integration topics. Thus, students have to apply and extend their knowledge gained on complex problem solving in a real software integration project. By applying a selected mix of different teaching methods, our course design follows a four-layered approach of consecutive learning stages. At the time of writing this paper, the course was running for the first time. In future work, we will present evaluation results as well as insights from implementing our course.
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